Abstract. In this paper a double source images fusion algorithm is presented. Its task is to en- 
Introduction
Image processing and analysis is a dynamically developing field of science which more and more often finds its application in the industry. More and more device control systems are based on the information acquired as a result of image data processing, and furthermore -many times they treat them as the only reliable source of information. Many times these systems are responsible for taking preponderant decisions in many technological processes.
Since they analyse ambiguous image data they require to use additional methods of image processing and analysis enhancement. Also in cases when image analysing system is not a decision system but only a display mechanism, mentioned image processing and analysis enhancements should be used. Such enhancement is for example one of the basic mechanisms of displayed image quality correction, namely: histogram equalization technique [1] . Tasks where image data processing system is only an informer, not a manager, are e.g. surveillance.
Advanced vision systems are far more complex than their predecessors and most of them are based on detection and analysis of characteristic features of objects that are located on the analysed scene. Thereupon very important issue is to enhance the key features of those objects in the best possible way. This kind of approach is significant wherever analysis of information acquired from one device, or even multiple devices, but processed separately, is insufficient. To give an example, one can imagine a person hidden in the woody area at night. Using a nocto-vision camera the observer is able to see details of the environment and determine exact shapes of objects, but they will find difficult to detect human figure which is camouflaged in the scrub. On the other hand on the image acquired from thermo-vision camera the shape of the person will be clearly recognizable, but it will be hard to determine its location in space, because objects of the environment are nearly the same temperature.
In this paper an algorithm of real-time image data fusion is presented. Image information is acquired from two cameras of different types. In conducted researches authors used thermo-vision camera and high sensitivity camera which is similar to nocto-vision camera. A result of algorithm execution will be enhancement of objects temperature (often impossible to determine when using only one 
Theoretical basis
Owing to the fact, that presented algorithm uses at least two independent sources of image data (cameras) and the fact, that those images are mostly of different types and resolution, very important issue is the calibration mechanism. The most important stages of this process are: intersection determination of two or more image sources, disparity determination, namely shift between one image and another, caused by different cameras location, and object deformation, caused by perspective differences.
Image intersection determination
The difference between dimensions of scenes that come from double image sources is caused by using different types of cameras which implies mostly different image resolution and different objective focal length. Attention should be paid to the fact, that using different camera types, just as in the current approach, will rarely cause that camera objectives will be characterized by the same parameters. Therefore calibration stage is very important.
Due to the fact, that camera viewing angles depend on their objective focal lengths, the preliminary calculation of the final scene dimensions is necessary. This operation is significant because in the next steps of analysis it is essential to have the same objects on both scenes (if using two image sources). To provide computing acceleration, those elements which are not included in all analysed images will be skipped. Described problem is presented in Using trigonometric dependency between angle α, focal F and half of scene width, one can calculate: 
Disparity determination
Another issue refers to matching individual elements of the scenes to each other to make image fusion possible.
The effect of, mentioned above, cameras different horizontal locations is stereovision object disparity, which is the shift of the same objects on the images that come from different cameras installed in stereovision system.
The biggest problem of disparity analysis is the fact, that the object shift on the analysed images depends on their distance from camera set. Due to the lack of distance information algorithm has to use different approach.
In the presented solution each of objects, observed on the first scene, is matched to its equivalent on the second scene basing on shape analysis, and to be more precise:
contour shape analysis. 
where:
I -contour from the first image, T -contour from the second image (template), R -result, x, y -horizontal and vertical coordinates of the first contour (I), x , y -horizontal and vertical coordinates of the second contour (template T ), x , y -local horizontal and vertical coordinates of the analysed contours fragment, w, h -width and height of the fragments of images on which contours are stored.
In the last stage, using determined object shift map, the images are fused. The way of integration depends on the user's preferences and they should decide how temperature feature has to be enhanced and properly displayed.
Given example solution is resistant to shift errors (which could occur during fusion process), because each object contour is analysed separately according to its own disparity.
Implementation
The solution presented in this article was tested on the Mobile Robot platform. In order to increase efficiency and prepare algorithm to work in real-time conditions, the methods for optimization in computation time were applied.
Algorithm description
Presented algorithm is depicted in the Fig. 6 :
The first stage of presented algorithm is cameras set pre-processing and is described in chapter 2. 
Algorithm implementation
The presented algorithm was implemented in C++ language using OpenCV library. To perform major tasks described in this paper authors used methods available in OpenCV, such as cvCanny which performs Canny edge detection [4, 5] or cvFindContours for finding contours from found edges. 
Conclusions
Objects of distinguish temperature are marked on the result image and can be quickly located on the scene.
As one can notice the algorithm is resistant to disparity 
Further works
Authors of the presented solution plan to adapt algorithm and its implementation to enhance more object features which can be detected by different types of cameras. In addition multiple (not only two) image source fusion is planned to develop. Moreover, numerous upgrades of used detection or comparison techniques are available and are planned to be used. The good example can be fuzzy edge detection [6] which is characterized by significantly faster performance in comparison to standard Canny edge detector.
